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12 & 13 November

SYDNEY

MELBOURNE
Richard DuFour, EdD

Rebecca DuFour

Dylan Wiliam, PhD

Hawker Brownlow Professional Learning Solutions proudly presents Richard DuFour, Rebecca DuFour and Dylan Wiliam.
The PLC experts will deliver keynote presentations and breakout sessions designed to develop and build capacity to
transform your school into a learning community.
This 2 day institute will give educators the opportunity to delve deeper into the three big ideas of PLCs – a focus on
learning, the building of collaborative culture and a focus on results. You will gain specific, practical and inspiring
strategies for transforming your school or region into a place where formative assessment is central to higher levels of
student achievement.

At a glance
DAY ONE
8.30 - 10.00
10.30 – 12.00
1.15 – 2.45
3.00 – 3.45
4.00 – 4.30

The Power of Professional Learning Communities: Bringing the Big Ideas to Life - Rebecca DuFour
Building the Collaborative Culture of a Professional Learning Community (Part 1) - Rebecca and Richard DuFour
Building the Collaborative Culture of a Professional Learning Community (Part 2) - Rebecca and Richard DuFour
Building the Collaborative Culture of a Professional Learning Community (Part 3) - Rebecca and Richard DuFour
Q & A with Rebecca and Richard DuFour

DAY TWO
8.30 - 10.00
10.30 – 12.00

1.15 – 2.45
3.00 – 4.30

Implementing the PLC Process: Will You Soar or Settle? - Richard DuFour
Formative Assessment: Questioning and Feedback - Dylan Wiliam
Raising the Bar and Closing the Gap: What It Takes in Primary Schools - Rebecca DuFour
Raising the Bar and Closing the Gap: What It Takes in Secondary Schools - Richard DuFour
Formative Assessment: The Learner’s Role - Dylan Wiliam
Getting Started: Building Consensus and Responding to Resistance - Rebecca and Richard DuFour
Why is Getting Good Schools So Hard? - Dylan Wiliam
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Richard DuFour, EdD
Rick DuFour is one of the foremost authorities on applying the principles of professional learning
communities in the real world of schools. He draws upon 34 years of experience as a public school educator
– teacher, principal, and superintendent – and his two decades as a leader of one of the most recognized
and celebrated schools in America, Adlai Stevenson High School District 125 in Lincolnshire, Illinois. Dr.
DuFour is the author of fifteen books and over eighty professional articles, served as a columnist for the
Journal of Staff Development for nearly a decade and has received numerous state and national awards for
distinguished educational service and scholarship.

Rebecca DuFour
Becky DuFour served as a teacher, school administrator and central office coordinator. As a former
elementary principal, she helped her school earn state and national recognition as a model professional
learning community. She was one of the featured principals in the 2001 Video Journal of Education
production, “Leadership in an Age of Standards and High Stakes” and was the lead consultant and featured
principal in their 2003 program, “Elementary Principals as Leaders of Learning.” She is a co-author of nine
books on the topic of Professional Learning Communities at Work, has written for numerous professional
journals, reviewed books for the Journal of Staff Development and authored a quarterly column for
Leadership Compass, published by the National Association of Elementary School Principals.
Rick and Becky consult with school districts, state departments, and professional organisations throughout
the world.

Day one
8.30 – 10.00am
Keynote Presentation – Rebecca DuFour
The Power of Professional Learning Communities:
Bringing the Big Ideas to Life
The professional learning community concept is supported by
research and endorsed by educational organisations at all levels as
our best hope for sustained, substantive improvement. But what
are the big ideas that drive the professional learning community
concept, and what do they look like in the real world of education?
Rebecca DuFour offers practical strategies for bringing the big ideas
to life. Participants engage in the actual work of collaborative teams
in a PLC and travel on virtual field trips to schools and districts that
use these ideas to profoundly impact student and adult learning.

10.30 – 12.00pm
Keynote Presentation – Dr Richard DuFour
and Rebecca DuFour
Building the Collaborative Culture of a Professional
Learning Community (Part 1)
Powerful collaborative teams are the fundamental building blocks
of a professional learning community and a critical component in
building a collaborative culture.
Learn how educators transform their congenial groups into highperforming collaborative teams and get a sense of the specific
work undertaken by those teams. Discover ways to provide time
and support for collaborative teams during the school day. More
importantly, identify structures and strategies to help teams stay
focused on doing the work that has a positive impact on student
achievement.
This two-part continuing session is designed for educators at all
levels and is highly recommended for all participants who are new to
PLCs concepts.

1.15 – 2.45pm
Keynote Presentation – Dr Richard DuFour
and Rebecca DuFour
Building the Collaborative Culture of a Professional
Learning Community (Part 2)
Learn how educators transform congenial groups into highperforming collaborative teams and get a sense of the specific
work teams do. Discover ways to provide time and support for
collaboration during the school day. Most important, learn structures
and strategies to help teams stay focused on work that positively
impacts student achievement.

3.00 – 3.45pm
Keynote Presentation – Dr Richard DuFour &
Rebecca Dufour
Building the Collaborative Culture of a Professional
Learning Community at Work
Powerful collaborative teams are the fundamental building block
of a professional learning community and a critical component in
building a collaborative culture.
Learn how educators transform their congenial groups into highperforming collaborative teams, and get a sense of the specific
work undertaken by those teams. Discover ways to provide time
and support for collaborative teams during the school day. More
importantly, identify structures and strategies to help teams stay
focused on doing the work that has a positive impact on student
achievement.

4.00 – 4.30pm
Team planning time - Rebecca and Richard
DuFour
During this session teams will be given time to plan next steps for
implementation of the PLC concepts learnt over the past two days.

Dylan Wiliam, PhD
Dylan Wiliam, PhD, is a consultant who works with educators in the United Kingdom and North America to
develop effective, research-based formative assessment practices. He is a former deputy director of the Institute
of Education at the University of London. He coauthored a major review of research evidence on formative
assessment with Paul Black and has worked with many teachers in the United Kingdom and United States on
developing formative assessment practices to support learning. Dr Wiliam is also a senior research director of the
Learning and Teaching Research Centre at the Educational Testing Service in Princeton, New Jersey.

Day two
8.30 – 10.00am
Keynote Presentation – Dr Richard DuFour

Raising the Bar and Closing the Gap: Whatever It Takes in
Secondary Schools – Dr Richard DuFour

Implementing the PLC Process: Will You Soar or Settle?

The mission statement of most schools asserts all students can and
should learn. The nagging question that confronts those schools,
however, is “What happens when they don’t learn?”

The journey to becoming a professional learning community is
fraught with dangerous detours and seductive shortcuts at every
turn. Inevitably, these detours and shortcuts can circumvent actually
doing what PLCs are meant to do. Recent studies have found that
partial implementation of the PLC process produces no gains in
student achievement while deep implementation results in dramatic
gains. In this session, Richard DuFour alerts educators to inevitable
challenges in implementing a PLC and provides research, rationale,
strategies and tools for overcoming these challenges.

10.30 – 12.00pm
Breakout Sessions
Formative Assessment: Questioning and Feedback
– Dylan Wiliam
A number of studies have shown that helping teachers develop their
use of formative assessments can have significant impact on the
achievement of their students. In this session, participants will learn
how to distinguish between different kinds of formative assessments
and, more importantly, know when to use which to make the most
difference to student learning.

Raising the Bar and Closing the Gap: Whatever It Takes in
Primary Schools – Rebecca DuFour

See the school from a student’s perspective. This session uses the
video Through New Eyes to compare responses of traditional schools
and PLCs to students who aren’t learning. Assess the culture of
your school and examine models for creating timely, directive and
systematic interventions.This session is recommended for middle
and high school teachers.

1.15 - 2.45pm
Breakout Sessions
Formative Assessment: The Learner’s Role – Dylan
Wiliam
A number of studies have shown that helping teachers develop their
use of formative assessments can have significant impact on the
achievement of their students. In this session, participants will learn
how to distinguish between different kinds of formative assessments
and, more importantly, know when to use which to make the most
difference to student learning.

Getting Started: Building Consensus and Responding to
Resistance – Rebecca and Richard DuFour

Schools that function as PLCs must ultimately do two things:
1) build a collaborative culture to promote continuous adult
learning, and 2) create structures and systems that provide students
with additional time and support for learning.

The most significant barrier to building a school culture focused on
continuous improvement is the tradition of privatisation of practice,
isolation and individual autonomy that has characterised teaching.
How can a faculty build consensus for significant change? What are
the most effective ways of addressing the concerns of those who
resist even when the staff has decided to move forward?

Participants in this session examine strategies to collectively:

As a result of this session, participants can:

• Respond to the learning needs of each student in a timely, directive
and systematic way.

• Define consensus.
• Apply the most effective strategies for building consensus.
• Utilise seven research-based strategies for addressing resistance.

• Create and sustain strong parent partnerships to enhance student
learning.
• Make celebrations a part of the school culture.

3.00 – 4.30pm
Keynote Presentation – Dylan Wiliam

After examining different models of systematic intervention and
enrichment, participants receive criteria to assess their own school’s
response and an action-planning template for next steps in raising
the bar and closing the gap.

Why is Getting Good Schools So Hard?
Improving educational achievement is an economic priority. Higher
levels of education lead to reduced health care costs, criminal
justice costs and increased economic growth. Participants will learn
why previous attempts to improve educational achievement have
been largely unsuccessful, and what needs to be done to improve
educational outcomes at a large scale.

Resources Supporting PLC at WorkTM Summit

Available from

www.hbe.com.au
SOT7177

SOT5425

SOT8112

SOT3368

SOT3313

SOT1861

Rate
Individual - $660 per person (inc GST)
Team - $600 per Person (inc GST) (5+ People registering at the same time from the same organisation)

Registration Form
FL1125

REGISTRANT

SYDNEY

Name: ________________________________________________________

Date:

Friday 9 and Saturday 10 November 2012

Position: ______________________________________________________

Time:

8:30am - 4:30pm

Mobile: _______________________________________________________

Venue:

SMC Conference and Function Centre
66 Goulburn Street, Sydney

MELBOURNE
Date:
Time:

Monday 12 and Tuesday 13 November 2012
8:30am - 4:30pm (8.00am Registration)

Venue:

The Sebel Albert Park
65 Queens Road, Melbourne

SUMMIT SELECTION:

❍
❍

Sydney – 9 and 10 November 2012
Melbourne – 12 and 13 November 2012

Email: _____________________________________________________________
Dietary Requirements: _________________________________________________
TEAM REGISTRANTS

Name: ________________________________________________________
Position: ______________________________________________________
Mobile: _______________________________________________________
Email: _____________________________________________________________
Dietary Requirements: _________________________________________________
TEAM REGISTRANTS

Name: ________________________________________________________
Position: ______________________________________________________
Mobile: _______________________________________________________
Email: _____________________________________________________________

SCHOOL / ORGANISATION

School/Institution: _____________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________________

Dietary Requirements: _________________________________________________
TEAM REGISTRANTS

Name: ________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

Position: ______________________________________________________

State: _______________ Postcode: ______________________________

Mobile: _______________________________________________________

Phone B.H. (___) ___________________________________________

Email: _____________________________________________________________

A.H. (___) __________________________________________________

Dietary Requirements: _________________________________________________

Fax: (___) __________________________________________________

TEAM REGISTRANTS

Name: ________________________________________________________
Position: ______________________________________________________
Mobile: _______________________________________________________

Method of Payment

Email: _____________________________________________________________
Dietary Requirements: _________________________________________________

❍ Visa ❍ Mastercard ❍ Amex (4% Surcharge)
❍ Cheque – Please make cheque payable to Hawker Brownlow Professional Learning Solutions
❍ Please Invoice School/Institution (Ofﬁcial purchase order must be supplied) Purchase Order Number:
____________________________________________
Card Number:

Hawker Brownlow
Professional Learning Solutions

Hawker Brownlow Professional Learning Solutions
Amount: $ ________ Expiry Date: _____
Signature: __________________________

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, VIC 3189 • Fax: + 61 3 8558 2400 or 1800 150 445
Email: info@hbpls.com.au • Ph: + 61 3 8558 2456 • W: www.hbpls.com.au
ABN: 74 140 155 111

